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All these differences depend, as will be explained later, essentially upon the size of the drops, and, therefore, inequalities of ten'exist between even the several portions, especially top and bottoms, of the same bow, or develop as the rain progresses. Additional complications occasionally result from the reflection of bows and from bows produced by reflected images of the sun, but, though unusual and, thus, likely to excite wonder and comment, such phenomena are easily explained.
Supernumerary Bows.—Rather narrow bands of color, essentially red, or red and green, often appear parallel to both the primary and the secondary bows, along the inner side of the first and outer of the second. These also differ greatly in purity and color, number visible, width, etc., not only between individual bows but, also, between the several parts of the same bow. No such colored arcs, however, occur between the principal bows; indeed, on the contrary, the general illumination here is perceptibly at a minimum.
Deviation in Direction of Emerging from Entering Ray.—Since a raindrop is spherical, its action on an enveloping wave front may be
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FIG. 168.—Change in light direction by raindrop.
obtained by determining, first, the effects in the plane of a great circle containing an entering ray, and, then, revolving this plane about that line in it that bisects the angle between the incident and emerged paths of any given ray in the same plane. Let, then, ABC (Fig. 168) be the plane of a great circle of an enlarged raindrop and let SABCE be the path of a ray in this plane, entering the drop at A and emerging at C. The changes in direction at A and C are each i — r, in which i is the angle of incidence and r the angle of refraction, and the change at B, as also at every other place of an internal reflection, when there are more than one, is TT — 2r. Hence, the total deviation D is given by the equation
D = 2(i -r) + n(ir- 2r)                            (1)
in which n is the number of internal reflections.

